A D: the Urban Folk Circuit debuts its craft market series at Cole's Bar 10/23, 5-9pm showcasing 18 local artisans and live music. FREE admission [ ? ]
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Chicago is What Happens When You're Busy
Making Plans
On the rooftop of the Harris Theater last Wednesday, over 800 people overcame the
torrential rains to witness the adoption of the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for
Planning's GO TO 2040 plan. CMAP, as it's colloquially called, is the regional planning
organization of Chicagoland, and GO TO 2040 is their official, three-years-in-themaking guidebook that intends to serve as a road map for Chicagoland's growth and
development over the course of the next 30 years. Paring its ambitious mission down
to four main themes -- Livable Communities, Human Capital, Efficient Governance,
and Regional Mobility -- the GO TO 2040 plan offers holistic prescriptions for the
region as a whole, recognizing structural fixes are needed across all platforms.
Within its analysis, illustrations, and recommendations, CMAP, while never overtly
saying so, lays claim to the argument that Chicago is effectively the main remaining
relevant economic factor in the State of Illinois. (Obviously, the city is the largest and
most influential in the Midwest as well.) And hence, given Springfield's antagonistic
inability to recognize this, Chicago's relation to its state is simply a restraint on growth.
It's Chicago's connection to Beijing, Sao Paulo, Shanghai, London, Dubai, almost
anywhere but Springfield, that serves as the springboard to success for the region.
Essentially, CMAP's plan is an argument that says in order maximize the global
connectivity of Chicagoland to other global centers, the region's ability to successfully
do so is directly correlated to the strength between its regional connections. With over
1,226 government units in the Chicagoland region due to myriad metropolitan
agencies and functions, there is much room to streamline services and improve
efficiency. And efficiency, used in the economic sense to mean the production of a
good at the lowest possible cost that still provides benefit, plays directly into CMAP's
call for sustainability.
Sustainability and tangibility are the two pillars on which GO TO 2040 rests. The plan
promotes sustainability in its Livable Communities initiatives through the
development of local food production, retrofitting programs to make older buildings
better users of energy, and crafting local zoning laws to encourage mixed-use
development of land. The Regional Mobility portion of the plan aims to improve
mobility by increasing intermodal effectiveness, micromanage the budgeting process
to bring transit agencies into fiscal well-being, and the implementing of five major
capital projects, including extending the CTA Red Line south to 130th St, building the
West Loop Transportation Center, and creating suburban highway connectors that
flank the city and beyond. The Efficient Governance focus of GO TO 2040 is perhaps
the crux of the entire plan. Any aspect of any plan must start with making access to
government process and information more open and available, as CMAP outlines, and
as detailed here in a earlier post, refocusing our taxing bodies into common sense
vehicles.
All of the above measures promote sustainable practices in terms of using government
services and public resources in a manageable way. They also have the potential to
utilize tangibility as the metric on which to build public support. If people see steps
being taken in a tangible way, it can only serve to increase the political will of the
people to see the full implementation of projects through. Again, the exchange
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between sustainability and tangibility cannot be played up enough.
Which gets to the heart of the matter: in a panel discussion moderated by WTTW's
Geoffrey Baer that followed CMAP's presentation, Baer asked Mayor Daley how is it
that politicians can sell long-term plans such as Go to 2040 to constituents
increasingly concerned about only the short-term. Daley replied, in typical tangential
style, in a monologue about schools. Between the rambling nods of giggle-inducing
admiration towards China, Daley articulated a position that makes perfect cohesion of
the underlying principles in play in GO TO 2040 with the realities of governing.
Daley noted that people left Chicago, left cities all across the country, because the
schools were not deemed adequate. In a market, they were perceived as an inferior
product. So people went to markets to get the product they wanted. If that product was
within the City though, Daley saw he could create a demand for it that would lead to
population growth and stability. He couldn't wait for the feds or the state for the same
reason Chicago can't wait for the feds or state now - these are bodies that are designed
to act slowly and seemingly, in modern political times, to create villains out of the
other. The net effect, when progress is not made, is disenchantment and
disengagement. As Daley put it, "education no longer happened in the community. It
was the government's problem."
By taking municipal control of the schools, Daley took control of the product, and
while much work needs to be done, Daley's school coup can actually be seen as an
attempt to bring the school system into a more manageable position by not simply
leaving it up to a system detached. Remove that system of detachment in which
education becomes the problem of government and not the community, and therein
lies control. Results become tangible. It's not perfect, but it is a step towards
sustainability, much like CMAP encourages.
Sustainability is not necessarily meant to be a "green" word. Sustainability is an
economic term being parlayed for "green design," and that alone highlights the
importance of design itself. Daley is a great example of this. The words 'Daley' and
'control' a few sentences above almost automatically cause associations of autocracy.
The man is in many ways the face of Chicago caricatured: 11th ward, Irish, Big City
Crony Machine Boss. Dressed in a different design though, Daley might get more credit
for when his political thinking goes beyond the reach of others and innovates.
And if there can be any complaints with CMAP's GO TO 2040, it's that innovation is
not one of its heavier qualities. There's been some criticism out there for the plan not
showing this, especially deficient as it is in the realm of innovating and creating new
transportation. Frank Beal, the executive director of The Commercial Club of Chicagocreated-CMAP- primogenitor Chicago Metropolis 2020, recently stated that "repair is
paramount to expansion" when discussing fixes for the region's transit. Many of
CM2020's proposals act as incubative ideas for CMAP and are outlined in their own
recent guidebook, Building Our Economy: Transportation for a New
Illinois. They are solid ideas grounded in the reality of lean times, and while CMAP
fleshes out some of CM2020's suggestions further, with its five recommended capital
projects, there seems to be a lack of a push to fundamentally change how people
interact with how they move around. Obviously upkeep is needed, but if at the expense
of truly innovative transport measures, it will constantly be a game of pothole and rail
tie whack-a-mole.
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This lack of innovation on the whole though is not necessarily a bad thing. For this is
not meant to be a plan of bold innovation as much as it is of bold correctives.They are
equally important, and at this stage in the game, perhaps the latter is even more so. It
may not be as shiny to the public eye, but that will simply make the implementation all
the more critical.
CMAP has been lucky to piggyback on the attention received by last year's centennial
of Daniel Burnham's Plan of Chicago. It's unavoidable, if somewhat unfair, that the
two plans will come under comparison. A close reading of Burnham's 1909 treatise
shows it to be a blueprint for a spatial orientation that provides for immigrant
assimilation and good citizenship through great design. His unattributed quote "Make
no little plans; they have no magic to stir men's blood" makes sense in the context of
his book. It calls for a complete reorganization of city space and therefore, rebirth of
converted by Web2PDFConvert.com

citizen soul. The GO TO 2040 aims not quite so high, but just as strong -- CMAP
recognizes the inherent underlying strengths of our City and our region, and seeks to
solidify what's best by improving and strengthening the framework Chicagoland has in
place. Chicago's got good bones. But it needs new moves. Let's learn a new dance.
— Ben Schulman
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